Extreme® 300 Series Door
Models EPD 300 & EPI 300 (insulated)

▶

Springless design allows 300,000 cycles of maintenance-free performance

▶

Operates at opening speeds of up to 24 inches per second

▶

Features APEX SmartController, for plug and play wiring with an LCD screen that 		
makes door commissioning and limit setting simple

▶

Also available with an insulated curtain

▶

Can be upgraded to offer 500,000 cycles with a 3 year warranty**

Extreme® 300 Series Grille
Models EPG324 (straight) & EPG324B (brick)
▶

Operates 3 times faster than the standard coiling grille

▶

Opening at speeds of up to 24” per second and closing at 12” per second

▶

Features APEX SmartController®, for plug and play wiring with an LCD screen that
makes door commissioning and limit setting simple

▶

Requires no maintenance, other than routine checks and no replacement parts**

▶

2-year operator warranty and a 2 year / 300,000 cycle component warranty**

Extreme® 1024 High Performance Door
Models EPD1024 & EPI1024 (insulated)

▶

Springless design allows 1,000,000 cycles of maintenance free performance

▶

Operates at speeds of up to 24 inches per second

▶

Low lifetime cost and low cost-per-cycle versus other high–performance 		
slatted products

▶

Accepts virtually all activation systems

▶

Also available with an insulated curtain

Extreme® MicroCoil® Grille
Models EPG324C & EPG324CB

▶

Smaller coil with nesting links, allows this grille to require nearly 50% less 		
headroom when compared to other high-cycle grilles on the market

▶

Quietly operates at speeds of up to 24 in/sec

▶

Springless design requires no maintenance other than routine checks**

▶

No replacement parts for up to 500,000 cycles

▶

2-year operator warranty and a 2-year / 500,000 cycle component warranty**

Extreme™ Series Sectional Door
EX904N, EX3200N, & EX3700N Series Models
▶
▶
▶
▶
▶

Average of 24 in/sec opening speed is 3 times faster* than a traditional sectional door
2yr / 50,000 cycle warranty**
Heavy duty components improve door life and promote smooth and quiet operation
Up to 36 psf*** windload
Available as insulated model to control temperature transfer and reduce noise

*when compared to a 10’x10’ door with a Logic 5.0™ operator set to an average of 8” per second
**See warranty document for more information
***based on size configuration and exposure

Preferred door solutions.
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